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Engineering Heart Morphogenesis
Highlights
There is high potential for current tech-
nologies to be used to recapitulate
heart development in vitro by focusing
on its earliest stage of morphogenesis:
the embryonic heart tube.

Recent advances in stem cell biology
have enabled the production of cardiac
progenitor lineages for bioengineering
approaches.
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Recent advances in stem cell biology and tissue engineering have laid the
groundwork for building complex tissues in a dish. We propose that these tech-
nologies are ready for a new challenge: recapitulating cardiac morphogenesis
in vitro. In development, the heart transforms from a simple linear tube to a
four-chambered organ through a complex process called looping. Here, we re-
examine heart tube looping through the lens of an engineer and argue that the
linear heart tube is an advantageous starting point for tissue engineering. We
summarize the structures, signaling pathways, and stresses in the looping
heart, and evaluate approaches that could be used to build a linear heart tube
and guide it through the process of looping.
Biofabrication techniques can create
structures and features of the heart
tube at the appropriate scale.

Biochemical cues that govern cardiac
morphogenesis can be controlled and
studied through techniques such as
engineered diffusion gradients, function-
alized hydrogels, and optogenetics.

Mechanical cues that influence cardiac
growth and remodeling can be applied
to engineered heart tubes using hemo-
dynamic flow and direct or field-based
micromanipulation techniques.
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Why Build a Heart Tube?
Significant advances have been made in understanding the mechanisms of embryogenesis, with
over two centuries of studies in several species (e.g., chicken, mouse, and human embryos)
[1–4]. Animal models have provided a wealth of biological information on the most primitive struc-
tures of the developing heart through cell-fate mapping studies, histological sectioning, and 3D
reconstructions [5,6]. However, given the ethical concerns of studying human embryos, there
is a paucity of human data to compare with development in animal models and extrapolate differ-
ences. Therefore, there is a need to build human models of heart development that allow for ex-
amination of innate cellular behavior and its contribution to cardiac morphogenesis and function.
Specifically, we propose that modern tissue-engineering approaches and stem cell-derived heart
cell populations can be combined to begin engineering models of the earliest structure in the se-
quence of embryonic heart development: the linear heart tube. Given its tubular structure, com-
paratively simpler than the chambered heart associated with later points of development, the
linear heart tube would be an approachable starting point to model. By providing a ‘seed struc-
ture’ of the primitive heart (i.e., the linear heart tube at stage 10) and promoting its morphogene-
sis, this approach would provide an opportunity to learn more about developmental biology
through reverse engineering. In turn, this would be a critical step for developing more represen-
tative models of heart development that can be used for more advanced modeling of heart dis-
ease, have applications in regenerative medicine, and enable biological discovery.

What We Know: The Basics of Heart Tube Looping
The primitive heart tube is one of the first structures to form in the developing embryo, just
3 weeks after fertilization in humans (Figure 1A) [7]. The rightward bending or looping of the
heart tube is the first event that breaks developmental symmetry in the embryo, and is highly con-
served among vertebrates. Furthermore, each of the stages of heart development are highly con-
served among vertebrates, although the speed and timing of these events vary (Figure 1B). This
intricate and robust process requires timely positioning, migration, proliferation, and cell-fate
specification of several cell populations in concert with embryonic structural and mechanical
cues.
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The linear heart tube first comprises two layers of beating heart cells (or cardiomyocytes)
encircling a layer of cardiac jelly (see Glossary), which separates the cardiomyocytes from an
inner endocardial cell layer that lines the hollow lumen of the heart tube [8,9]. Fate-mapping
research revealed that certain regions of the linear heart tube are destined to become the atrial
and ventricular chambers of the adult heart (Figure 1A) [10]. The following steps of development
act to fold these regions into their anatomical locations within the four-chambered heart [7].
Shortly after the linear heart tube forms, it begins to swell in size and rotate, or loop, to the right
side to create a C-shaped bend (C-looped heart tube). Subsequently, the section of the heart
tube that will become the ventricles moves downward, forming the S-looped heart tube. The
last stage of looping occurs by nestling the aorta between the developing atria to begin forming
a four-chambered organ. These dimensions and basic structural specifications provide several
biological design constraints, or ‘blueprints,’ that can be used as a benchmark for developing
tissue-engineering strategies to model heart morphogenesis in the dish.

The Blueprints: Tissue Engineering the Looping Heart Tube
The heart tube exhibits incredibly complex geometric changes during looping, and the identities
of the comprising cell populations are also dynamic throughout cardiac morphogenesis (Box 1)
[10]. The power of stem cell technology has allowed the derivation of specific cardiac cells and
cardiac progenitors [11,12]. However, in traditional cell culture, these cells exist in a foreign 2D
world compared with the 3D microenvironments in which cells reside in native tissues. To reca-
pitulate heart tube looping in the dish, a 3D environment is almost certainly required. Fortunately,
tissue-engineering approaches are able to create 3D microenvironments and structural features
that resemble native tissue [13]. Currently, no single approach can achieve every design require-
ment of the heart tube, but, with a combination of methodologies and/or further technological
advancement, this goal could be achieved (Table 1).

To recapitulate the shape of the heart tube (Figure 1C,D), it would be important to be able to place
different cell types (e.g., myocardial versus endocardial) within 3D space to create a hollow struc-
ture. Some technologies are already intrinsically capable of fabricating complex tissue structures
that would readily enable the development of a tubular structure at scale. For example,
bioprinting [14] offers the ability to spatially control the placement of hydrogels (or bioinks)
in 3D. It was recently used to print structures resembling the branching, multiscale architecture
of the vascular network [15,16]. These networks contained perfusable vessels as small as
100 μm in diameter, which is close in scale to the inner (~15–150 μm) and outer (~300 μm)
diameters of the heart tube (Figure 1C,D). To fabricate the macroscopic structure of the heart
tube, tissue casting and molding could provide a compatible approach. Casting and molding
approaches have been utilized to create several tissue geometries, such as strips [17,18],
patches [19,20], tubes [21], and even heart ventricle shapes [22]. Although molding and casting
have not yet been used to fabricate tissue structures on the scale of the heart tube (b300 μm),
pushing this boundary will likely be easiest for simple geometries, such as a hollow tube.

Bioprinting and tissue casting approaches are useful for recapitulating the macroscopic structure
of the heart tube; however, they still need further optimization to achieve the finer resolution
required to position cells into layers only two-cells wide (~20–50 μm), as found in the myocardial
layer of the heart tube (Figure 1D) [9]. For example, organoids offer a facile method to create
small cell clusters (10s–1000s of cells) with higher cell-packing densities and some control over
input cell population identity and ratios [23]. The self-assembled structures in organoids often fea-
ture repeating units only a few cell layers thick, such as those seen in heart tube looping [24,25].
However, to create tubular structures on the scale of the linear heart tube (diameter ~300 μm),
organoids currently require further assembly to form large organized structures [26,27]. Another
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Glossary
Acoustic tweezers: generic term for
contactless technologies that use sound
waves to precisely manipulate and exert
forces on biological particles.
Atrioventricular canal: region of the
developing heart that eventually gives
rise to the septum and valves between
the atria and ventricles in the four-
chambered heart.
Bioprinting: approach in which
biomaterials and/or cells are assembled
using one of several techniques that may
involve extrusion or light to control the
structure of the engineered tissue.
Cardiac jelly: soft biomaterial that fills
the space between the outer contractile
layer of the heart tube and the inner
lumen, where blood flows.
Carnegie, Hamburger-Hamilton
(HH), and Thieler stages:
standardized systems used to
characterize vertebrate embryological
development based on gestational
stage rather than time.
Cell-sheet engineering: approach
that involves the formation and assembly
of individual cell sheets into multilayered
structures that recompile.
Extracellular matrix (ECM): network
of extracellular biomolecules that
provides structural and biochemical
support to cells.
First and second heart fields
(FHF/SHF): two cardiogenic cell
populations that eventually give rise to
the structures of the heart, including the
ventricles (from FHF), atria (SHF/FHF),
and inflow and outflow tracts (SHF).
Hemodynamic forces: mechanical
loads induced by blood flow, including
pressure and shear stress.
Hydrogel: water-swollen networks
derived from natural and/or synthetic
polymers commonly exploited in 3D cell
culture.
Optogenetics: genetic engineering
approach that modifies cells to express
light-sensitive proteins that enable the
control of certain biological functions.
Organoid: tissue generated from the
self-assembly of stem or progenitor cells
into structures that replicate organ-
specific functions.
Primitive streak: linear band of
thickened tissue that forms as the first
structure in gastrulation of the early
embryo and that begins to form the
different germ layers (mesoderm,
endoderm, and ectoderm).
Shape-memory polymers: materials
that can revert from a deformed shape
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approach that could achieve higher cellular resolution would be cell-sheet engineering, which
has enabled the use of cell monolayers (~10 μm) to engineer thick (~50–200 μm) functional
tissues one cell layer at a time [28,29]. Cell sheets have also been wrapped around scaffolding
materials to create tubular structures (e.g., inner diameter=2 mm and cell layer thickness
~200 μm, [21]), which could be useful to model the 3D geometry of the heart tube while also rec-
reating its layered nature and cellular density [9]. A challenge to this approach is that sheets do not
have the structural integrity to form a free-standing tube without additional scaffolding (e.g., [21])
and would also require downscaling to achieve b300-μm macroscopic features.

To enable the dynamic movement of the heart tube during looping in a tissue-engineered model,
the final engineered structure should be free to move in 3D space. Therefore, the matrix material
that encapsulates or comprises that structure must allow for cells to easily remodel it and mimic
the environmental stiffnesses that cells would experience in vivo [30]. Bioprinting and tissue-
molding approaches already use customizable matrices to control the crosslinking properties
of hydrogels or maintain a specific shape [31]. Although these biomaterials can be tuned, formu-
lating hydrogels to have extremely soft biological stiffnesses such as that of the cardiac jelly [30],
can make fabricating free-standing 3D structures nearly impossible. It may be necessary to de-
velop novel bioprinting or casting approaches that incorporate the self-assembling nature of
the organoid platforms to allow the cells themselves to drive morphogenesis, as they would nat-
urally in vivo. It is possible that, by using a combinatorial tissue-engineering approach to spatially
organize cells into structures that mimic the geometry and matrix properties of the native heart
tube, the C-looping process in the dish could be initiated.

Pulling Levers: Modulating Genes and Signaling Pathways
While biofabrication strategies can produce the structure of the linear heart tube, looping requires
orchestrated signaling cues that direct cells to migrate, proliferate, and differentiate throughout
normal development [32]. The signaling pathways that govern heart tube looping are associated
with specific spatiotemporal patterns of gene expression [33] (Figure 2). For example, in the
linear heart tube, cells in areas that eventually form the ventricles and atria upregulate cardiac
differentiation pathways, such as Nkx2-5 and Foxh-1 [34]. By contrast, cells that form the
atrioventricular canal show signs of downregulation of these pathways as well as upregulation
of many noncardiac genes [35]. There are several factors and pathways that act as drivers of
physiological change. Some are known to act in a specific region of the looping heart
(Figure 2A; e.g., Tbx family of proteins [36], BMP2/4 [35], BMP10 [37], Notch [35], Hippo [38],
and FGF8/10 [39] pathways), while others are believed to act before tube formation, establishing
asymmetry that later leads to looping (Nodal [40] andWnt/β-catenin [41]). The path to recreating
these events in an engineered model is through dynamic control over both the cells and their
environment over time. There are at least three existing approaches that enable these types
of patterning: source–sink gradients of soluble factors, functional hydrogels, and optogenetic
approaches (Figure 2B).

Controlled concentration gradients of soluble proteins and small molecules can be created
using source–sink diffusion chambers to modulate signaling pathways in engineered tissues
[42]. For example, Tabata and colleagues created concentration gradients of leukemia inhib-
itory factor in 3D hydrogels to spatially control the differentiation of mouse embryonic stem
cells [43]. These methods do not require chemical modification and, therefore, are compat-
ible with almost all commercially available proteins and small molecules. However, such
techniques have geometric limitations because they require restriction of convective flow
such that the protein gradient can be controlled by diffusion only. In engineering a heart
tube, these methods could be used to create linear gradients along the length of a tube or
Trends in Biotechnology, August 2020, Vol. 38, No. 8 837



to a preprogrammed permanent state
based on environmental conditions.
Smart biomaterials: materials that
have been designed to respond to
external stimuli by changing one or more
of its physical or chemical properties.
Spatiotemporal patterning:
patterning of biochemical and
biomechanical cues in an engineered
tissue with controlled presentation in 3D
space and time.
Tissue casting and molding: utilizes
prefabricated scaffolds or negative-
spacemolds that are filled with a mixture
of cells and a polymerizing matrix
material, which casts the cells into
desired tissue shape.
Trabeculation: process in which
clusters of myocardial cells invade the
luminal space of the developing
ventricular chambers to form thin
muscular projections, called trabeculae,
which are essential for proper cardiac
development.
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radial gradients across a tube wall to mimic the spatial distribution of soluble factors in the
heart tube.

Functional hydrogels have recently emerged as a useful tool for spatiotemporal patterning of
signaling molecules inside engineered tissues [44,45]. They allow patterning of soluble factors,
transmembrane proteins, and extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins to mimic native cell–cell
and cell–ECM interactions. These hydrogels can be patterned with micron-level resolution and
the patterned molecules can later be released using a predetermined stimulus, such as light,
pH, matrix metalloproteinases, or a combination thereof [44,46]. For example, Shadish and
colleagues were able to achieve dynamic control of proliferation and cell signaling by photo-
patterning and photo-releasing growth factors in hydrogels with micrometer resolution [47].
While these techniques often require modification of the patterned molecule that may change
its activity, the resolution and versatility of functional hydrogels enables biomimicry and signaling
engineering at the scale of the human heart tube.

Optogenetic approaches have been used to regulate cell pathways in engineered systems
[48,49]. They allow for direct activation of intracellular signaling pathways using light-activated
proteins, although they require genetic engineering of specific cell lines. For example, Arrenberg
and colleagues created genetically encoded, light-sensitive cardiomyocytes in zebrafish and their
contractions could be controlled by light, allowing the authors to study cardiac arrhythmias in
living organisms [48]. Optogenetic control of cardiomyocyte contraction could be used for simu-
lating the electrophysiology of the developing heart tube [50]. Optogenetic approaches could be
used to control signaling pathway activation on an individual cell basis to mimic the signaling
observed in heart tube looping [51]. The resolution of optogenetic techniques is similar to photo-
sensitive hydrogels and is limited by the resolution of the light source, but can achieve control at
subcellular levels [52].

Stress Testing: Loads on the Developing Heart Tube
The changes in cellular composition and the activation of signaling pathways are coupled with
structural and functional changes in and around the heart tube. From a mechanical perspective,
these changes manifest as forces in several broad categories (Figure 3). Reaction forces arise at
the connections between the heart tube and the developing vasculature and where other organs
impinge on the heart [53,54]. These can change throughout development as other organs grow
and physically exert their influence on the heart. Forces internal to the heart tube arise from the
growth and proliferation of cells and the remodeling of different matrix components [55]. The con-
traction of myocardial cells and formation of a patent lumen lead to the development and
strengthening of hemodynamic forces, which have a key role in the continued development
of the heart [56]. Experimental modification of the forces applied to developing animal hearts is
associated with dysfunction and can be used to model congenital heart defects [57]. Once the
structure of the heart tube has been fabricated, these dynamic loads on the developing heart
must be replicated.

The development of the heart is synchronized with the growth of other organs in the embryo.
Contact with these growing structures, including the developing foregut and the rapidly remod-
eling vasculature, induce additional forces on the heart tube. As a result of this positioning, the
stresses and strains applied by the endoderm appear to help elongate the heart tube before
and during looping [53,58]. Abstracting these conditions establishes targets for external forces
that should be applied to surface boundaries of the heart tube. Computational models and
studies in model organisms can provide estimates for applied forces and strains on the early-
stage heart [58]. The supports at either end of the engineered heart tube should mimic those
838 Trends in Biotechnology, August 2020, Vol. 38, No. 8
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Figure 1. Blueprints of the Lopping Human Heart Tube. (A) SEM images of the developing human heart tube from a linear heart tube, C-looped, S-looped, and four-
chambered heart (4 ch). Future outflow tracts (OFT; yellow), ventricles (V; blue), and atria (A; purple) are color coded to highlight the complex structural transition that the
heart tube undergoes duringmorphogenesis. Color coding is a rough anatomical estimation and not exact. Images of the linear and C-loop heart tube stageswere adapted
from UNSW Embryologyi, and S-loop and four-chamber stages were adapted from [75]. (B) Comparison of the developmental timeline of the heart in different vertebratesii

by days post fertilization and species-specific developmental stages for human (Carnegieiii), mouse (Thieleriv [76]), and chick [Hamburger-Hamiltonv (HH)] [2]).
Comparisons were based on whole-embryo developmental stages and do not always reflect the relative stages of cardiac development for each species. (C) 3D

(Figure legend continued at the bottom of the next page.)
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Box 1. Cell Populations for Engineering the Heart Tube

The heart begins as two populations of cells within what is called the primitive streak and migrate upwards toward the
anterior or head end of the embryo to form overlapping cardiogenic fields, known as the first and second heart fields.
These fields migrate toward each other and fuse to form the linear heart tube and begin to provide the first heartbeat. The
power of stem cell technology has allowed the derivation of cell types from almost every tissue in the body [11], including
specific cardiac cells, such as cardiac progenitors (first and second heart fields) [11], atrial and ventricular cardiomyocytes
[12,71], endocardial cells [72], and endothelial cells [73,74]. Most cardiac tissue-engineered platforms utilizemorematured
or committed cardiomyocytes from stem cell populations as opposed to earlier first and second heart field cell populations.

Which cell populations should be utilized to model the developing heart tube in an engineered system? Although several
cell populations could be incorporated into an engineered model, the cell source should also correlate with the engineering
approach taken. For example, if utilizing an organoid approach, starting with an earlier lineage, such as first and second
heart field populations, would allow for study of more cell-drivenmorphogenesis. However, if providing amore constrained
or predefined environment, such as with bioprinting specific tissue geometries, it might be more useful to incorporate a
more committed cardiomyocyte cell population as opposed to a more naïve one. Going forward in building advanced
models of heart tube looping and development, one should consider deeply which cell sources are utilized in the context
of the engineering approach and the question being explored.
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found in vivo, with appropriate degrees of freedom and programmed changes in position and
fixation. A variety of approaches could be used to accomplish this goal. For example,
engineered constructs mounted on motorized supports could be stretched [59] to mimic the
extension of the heart tube. More complex actuation could be achieved using motorized micro-
manipulators that can grab and twist tissues, but it may be cumbersome to apply multiple
forces simultaneously due to space constraints [60]. Micromanipulation strategies that apply
forces remotely through magnetic or acoustic fields also have resolution at the heart tube
scale. Magnetic particles incorporated into the tissue could be actuated by external magnetic
fields to apply controlled forces, although these particles can have biological effects them-
selves [60,61]. Acoustic tweezers, which use sound waves to induce localized forces,
could be used without incorporating additional components into the tissue itself [62]. These
field effect methods often have limited range and strength, which may not scale well as the tis-
sue grows larger. Another approach might utilize programmable shape-memory polymers
adhered to the engineered tissue that could replicate the normal bending and twisting of the
heart tube, but the temperatures needed to fully actuate some of these polymers may not be
compatible with cell culture [63].

The cells of the heart tube also undergo dynamic changes that drive structural morphological
changes. Hyperplasia and hypertrophy contribute to the greater curvature of the heart tube,
with such signals absent on the contralateral side [55]. Inducing cells to generate these forces
in engineered tissues will require the use of previously introduced signaling strategies that both
drive and inhibit localized growth and expansion. Sandwiched between themyocardial and endo-
cardial layers of the heart tube is the cardiac jelly, a very soft gel (E 20 Pa) with an important role in
cardiacmorphogenesis [64]. Although not strictly required for the initial phase of C-looping [8], the
cardiac jelly is a structural component that enables the heart tube to pumpmore efficiently during
its earliest stage [65]. As looping advances, the cardiac jelly remains an important component for
its remodeling of which contributes to trabeculation as well as the formation of the heart valves.
To mimick the biomechanical and biochemical changes of the cardiac jelly during looping smart
reconstruction of the human linear heart tube at stage 10 viewed with a Z-axis or longitudinal cross-section. Measurements of the height and diameter of the tube from the
outer-most myocardial walls are overlaid. (D) Y-axis or crosswise section of the linear heart tube and thickness ranges of the myocardial wall (gray), lumen (yellow), and
cardiac jelly (blue) layers. In each reconstruction, the surrounding coelomic walls, foregut, or neural tubes are excluded for clarity. All reconstructions and overlaid
measurements in (C,D) were adapted, with permission, from the 3D Atlas of Human Embryology (specimen 6330) [77]. Multiple (N=5) measurements of each structure
were taken along the z-axis from each cross-sectional view plane in (C,D) to create a range of size values. Measurements were taken from 3D-rendered PDFs using
the snap-to-edge tool, which are not as accurate as using more precise 3D rendering software, but are provided to give an approximate range.
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Table 1. Potential Tissue-Engineering Approaches for Building a Heart Tubea

Tissue-engineering
approach

Formation
of tube
structures

Fine feature
resolution
(b50 μm)

Multiple
cell
types

Compatible
with diverse
matrices

Enables
self-assembly

Refs

Bioprinting ••• • •• •• • [12–14,27]

Organoids •• ••• •• • ••• [9,20–23]

Cell sheet
engineering

•• ••• •• • •• [18,24–25]

Tissue casting and
molding

••• • •• •• • [11,15–19]

a••• Has been achieved; •• possible with minor modifications; • requires further development.
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biomaterials could be essential tools [66]. These materials could be engineered to tune the local
mechanical (e.g., stiffness) and biochemical properties [67] of an engineered cardiac jelly over
time in response to light, temperature, or other signals. However, replicating the complex compo-
sition and soft mechanics of the cardiac jelly will be challenging.

Facilitated by an unevenly distributed cardiac jelly, beating of the valve-less heart tube leads to
productive flow as early as the endocardial tubes fuse [5]. This fusion brings hemodynamic forces
with it as shear forces stimulate endocardial–myocardial signaling and the pressure of blood
flow and the remodeling cardiac jelly alters myocardial loading [68]. Estimates of these
forces can draw from a large body of literature in model organisms, where intracardiac pressure
(3–30 mmHg), blood velocity, and beating frequency (1.5–3 Hz) are documented at the earliest
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Figure 2. Spatiotemporal Patterns of Gene Expression for Heart LoopingMay Be Engineered In Vitro. (A) Select signaling pathways and factors involved in the
development of the looping heart tube that could be controlled using existing techniques. The looping heart tube can be broadly divided into four areas based on what part
of the heart they will form: outflow tract, future ventricles, future atria, and future atrioventricular canal. Cells in each of those areas have unique gene and protein expression
profiles that allow them to specialize to perform their specific tasks. While previously published reviews described these expression profiles in detail [6,34–36,38–41], here
we identified the few that can could controlled using currently existing techniques [7,34–41]. (B) Techniques for controlling heart tube looping-associated pathways. We
identified three main existing approaches to modulating signaling pathways in engineered or explanted native tissues: controlled diffusion chambers for creating
gradients of soluble factors; functionalized hydrogels; and optogenetic methods. Diffusion-based techniques rely on controlling incubation chamber geometry to
prevent convective flows, controlling medium flow in a microfluidic chamber, or both. Functional hydrogels allow for photopatterning and photorelease of a variety of
factors with micron-level resolution. Additionally, they allow for control of the mechanical properties of local cell environment via photomediated gel crosslinking or
degradation. Finally, optogenetic methods rely on genetic modifications of the cells allowing for spatiotemporal up- and downregulation of specific expression factors in
those cells using light. Abbreviations: BMP, bone morphogenetic protein; FGF, fibroblast growth factor.
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Figure 3. Mechanobiological Cues Are Critical in Heart Tube Morphogenesis. (A) Forces acting on the heart tube
can arise from (1) boundary conditions and reaction forces at the inflow at outflow tracts; (2) cellular forces from the growth,
proliferation, and contraction of the cells of the heart tube; (3) hemodynamic forces from the flow of blood through the heart
tube; and (4) forces from the growth and extension of the embryo and organs that border the heart tube. (B) The result of
these loads on the heart tube are deformations that contribute to C-looping, including extension and bending at the heart–
foregut interface, bending due to cell differential cell growth and contraction, and distention of the heart tube lumen due to
hemodynamic pressure changes. Color in (B) represents strain given the applied tissue deformation.

Outstanding Questions
What are the right cells? A major chal-
lenge in engineering the heart tube is
selecting the appropriate starting cell
populations. While stem cell-derived
cardiomyocytes are less mature than
adult cardiomyocytes, there is not
enough evidence to suggest that they
are equivalent to the cardiomyocytes
that form the linear heart tube. Are the
best cells for engineering the heart tube
terminally differentiated cardiomyocytes?
Or cells such as those found in the first or
second heart fields? Or something in
between?

What are the right cues? Development is
guided by complex spatiotemporal cues
acting on a variety of signaling pathways.
Despite considerable progress in our
understanding of these pathways, the
details of which cues are present in
what locations, at what time, and in
what concentrations are incomplete.
What is the interaction between
different spatial and temporal cues in
heart tube looping? Are the responses
to these cues a linear combination
(i.e., superposition), or is there a combi-
natorial effect? What is the tolerance on
the timing and localization of their pre-
sentation? Answers to these questions
will establish new constraints on engi-
neering the heart tube in a dish.

When do we let biology take over?
The approaches in this article outline
complex methods of dictating both the
structure of a tissue and its interactions
with the environment. The unknowns
in this design space are vast and
it is not clear what combination of
prescribed (i.e., engineered or fabri-
cated) and self-assembled structures
and signaling will lead to replicating the
process of development in a dish.
How many degrees of freedom does
the heart tube need (both mechanically
and biochemically) to twist and turn
into a four-chambered heart? Can
these structural changes be engineered
in a way that is not representative of
normal biology? Is looping purely a ge-
netic program that will run its proper
course given the right initial conditions?
Or, can the process be nurtured along
by careful design and advanced
technology?
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stages of heart development [69]. These hemodynamic loads on the developing heart tube are
some of the most straightforward forces to manipulate using syringe pumps and pressure con-
trollers, which can dynamically regulate the flow waveform when coupled with flow and pressure
sensors.

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives: New Hearts, New Hope
The transformation of the heart from a thin-walled linear tubular structure to a densely
vascularized four-chambered organ is a process that has fascinated scientists for more than a
century. Tremendous insight into this process of heart tube looping has come from animal
models. However, subtle differences in heart development exist between species [70] and,
thus, extrapolating to a human heart may be misleading. Additional answers to open questions
on heart development could come through engineering a human model of it in the dish. Here,
we argue for starting on the journey toward this goal. Advances in biomaterials, tissue and cell en-
gineering, along with decades of accumulated knowledge of the mechanisms involved in cardiac
development, can provide the foundation necessary for taking the first steps toward the grand
challenge of fabricating a complete human heart. The first of many milestones on this journey
will be to recreate the process of C-looping using a complex combination of existing
bioengineering approaches (see Outstanding Questions).

A looping engineered heart tube would be a powerful testbed to explore the fundamental mech-
anisms that drive heart morphogenesis. Although all the techniques and methods discussed
earlier could be used to accomplish this goal, further research into heart development is still
842 Trends in Biotechnology, August 2020, Vol. 38, No. 8
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required. Key insights need to be made into which signals or genes regulate looping and when
they turn on or off in the process. Approaches that perturb these pathways in a model system,
such as an engineered heart tube, could be a way to learn how they are connected and how
they orchestrate the process of cardiac development. However, it is important to be cautious
of overengineering a system because, although it might be possible to incur looping in the dish,
the final process may not be representative of the true biology. Thus, it would be important to val-
idate the observations made from these models with those from normal human development, al-
though the data are sparse due to technical limitations and ethical issues.

Further morphogenesis beyond this first stage toward a four-chambered structure would require
additional technological advances, including the integration of a supporting vasculature, the
scale-up of applied mechanical cues, spatial accommodations for hypertrophic growth, and
accuracy in manipulating a contractile tissue that is moving. Overcoming these challenges will
have far-reaching impacts in biomedical research, enabling a deeper understanding of cardiac
development and providing researchers with a platform to methodically explore interventions
for congenital heart defects. This knowledge could further be combined with advances in regen-
erative engineering approaches to address longstanding needs for more mature and functional
in vitro cardiac tissues, with applications as therapeutics themselves or in drug discovery.
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